Introduction
The convexity theory plays an important role in many aspects in mathematical programming. In recent years, to relax convexity assumption involved in sufficient conditions for optimality or duality theorems, various generalizations of convex functions have appeared in the literature.
Hanson and Mond introduced type Ι and type ΙΙ function [5] . Reuda and Hanson extended type Ι function and obtained pseudo type Ι and quasi type Ι function [16] . Bector and Singh introduced b−convex function[1]. Bector, Suneja and Cupta extended b−convex function and defined univex function [2] . Mishra discussed the optimality and duality for multi-objective programming with generalized univexity [10] . Preda introduced
( , )
F ρ − convex function as extension of F−convex function and ρ−convex function [12] [13] [14] [15] .
function and discussed the optimality for multiobjective semi-infinite programming involving these generalized convexity [21] . As a branch of optimization, fractional programming has important practical significance in problems such as resource allocation, investment portfolio, etc. So research about fractional programming has attracted a wide spread attention. For example, Bector discussed the optimality and duality for subdifferentiable multi-objective fractional programming [3] . Liu presented three dual model of minimax fractional programming [3] . Kuk researched the optimality and duality for nonsmooth multi-objective fractional programming with generalized invexity [13] . Mishra discussed the duality for nondifferentiable minimax fractional programming involving generalized α−uniform convexity [8] . Ho researched the optimality and duality for nonsmooth minimax fractional programming involving exponential ( , ) p r − invexity [17] .Tripathy discussed the mixed type duality for multi-objective fractional programming with generalized ρ−invexity [18] . In this paper, based on a new generalized pseudo-operation with one parameter, a new class of generalized convex functions, that is, uniform
.We consider nonsmooth multiobjective fractional semi-infinite programming involving these generalized convex functions and obtain some sufficient optimality conditions.
Preliminaries and some definitions
Ben-Tal [4] introduced certain generalized operations of addition and multiplication. 
By Ben-Tal generalized algebraic operation, it is easy to obtain the following conclusions [20] : It is easy to obtain the following conclusion: [23, 24] Suppose that function φ, which appears in Ben-Tal generalized algebraic operations, is strictly monotone with φ(0) = 0. Then, the following statements hold:
(1) let 0, , , and . Then ;
let > 0, , , and < . Then Now, we consider the following multi-objective fractional semi-infinite programming problem: 
( ( , )) max( , ) , (ii) ( , , ) ( , , ), r R, r 0, . 
In [6] 
asiconvexity. Using these definitions we now define:
.
0.
, , ( , ) 0.
0
0 Also, assume that φ is a homogeneous function. In this section,we obtain some suffincient conditions for a feasible x to be efficient or weak efficient for ( ) VFP in the form of the following theorems. 
( , , 0) 0 (1) 
Without loss of generality, we suppose φ is strictly monotone increasing on R .
Applying φ in relation (2) we obtain 
